are going back to traditional
ways of living and thinking. A
trend that Edward Slingerland, professor of Asian Studies at the University of British
Columbia, has noticed over the
last few years.
“I think people are interested
in recovering earlier modes of
thought because they often have
insights that are quite different
than the received wisdom of our
own [modern] cultures.”
Then, our modern western society seems to go back to ancient
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values, particularly to Chinese
philosophy.
“Chinese thought offers perspectives on the role of the individual versus society or emotion
versus reason and even spontaneity as opposed to effort,” says
Slingerland.
The professor made this topic
the theme of his last book Trying
Not to Try.
“I really want to oppose this
notion that, when we want to
achieve a goal, constant striving

more or less the sam
where you come from
During the last
Confucian private s
opened their doors, e
partnerships with l
tions. However, UBC
other universities ha
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“They insist on k
Enriching the debate
plete control over the
This renewed popularity of Con- whereas most unive
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own ideas ab
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in Vancouver as the influence teach
Chinese cultu
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of Asian culture is noticeable land says.
and effort are what is required.
There are many goals like happiness, charisma and creativity
that can only be achieved indirectly, by people who are able to
let go of effort at some point, and
where direct, constant effort is
in fact counterproductive.”

New project aimed at accommodating LGBTQ newcomers
by alexander agnello

one of my clients,” explains Bagheri, who has taken note of the
great disparity in social resources in Vancouver, particularly in
certain ethnic communities.
Bagheri explains that after
traumatic experiences in Iran,
her client, a self-identified transsexual woman, hoped to become
a part of Vancouver’s Iranian
community. Instead, she was
turned away.
Bagheri admits that while Vancouver is, on the whole, a multicultural and open community,
newcomers, especially LGBTQ
newcomer, are not always free to
be themselves.
“If [LGBTQ newcomers] do not
feel welcome in their primary
community, it will be very difficult to foster a more general feel-
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next course of action will be to
implement a social mentoring
MOSAIC Settlement Services
program that would call upon
has long worked to help refucurrent LGBTQ community memgees and immigrants overcome
bers help facilitate a newcomer’s
by marion guibourdenche
social and material obstacles
interactions with the community.
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Bagheri and Tan are optimistic
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Urban development eroding cultural identity
by peggy lam
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very far and we can even meet
are seen as resources to hold of Commercial Drive, the lack of the streams and built bridges for
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